
You people are really starting to ALARM me! First your HB 3063, then the national mandate HR 
2527attempt for Vaccination for all kids underway. NOW this abomination of a BILL SB 761. I demand to 
know who thought this bill up? Who among you would dare to submit something like this? 
 
   Why would you try and stop the American people from participating in the in the democratic process?! 
This bill would make it harder on disabled people and senior citizens and just plain political activists to 
impact laws. We are the people what we say goes, not the few in office that are supposed to be are 
representatives. Your not to be swayed by one another, but by us your constituents the American 
people, you have forgotten YOUR PLACE! 
 
   We don't elect you to concentrate and centralize your power to act against our interests! HOW DARE 
SOMEONE even submit such a BILL! Its an absolute outrage! An egregious act of anti-American 
insolence! Just as HB 3063 and its National counter part HR 2527, its actually starting to sicken me 
literally. I cant sleep at night, I see this nation going in a direction Nazi Germany started to. Its a slow 
process of becoming what they became and were moving in that direction with this kind of thinking 
starting to take hold! 
 
   I feel sick to my stomach watching all these anti-American bills pop up all over the nation. Especially 
here in Oregon were campaign funding is unlimited. What has gotten into you people, have you 
forgotten who you serve, what your purposes is? Its not to curtail the voice of the American people, its 
to represent it! You are not doing that constantly attempting to pass laws that are antithetical to the 
principles that nation was founded on. 
 
   Bills should first have to pass before a Constitutional vetting process to make sure its not a violation of 
the constitution before even being allowed to be submitted by any of you as a possible law, instead of 
after the fact. This has to end. 
 
Who submitted this Bill SB 761? How dare they attempt to take a tool like petitions and easy ways to 
create them away from people that are trying to participate in the democratic process? We have a right 
to Easily petition the government and create them ONLINE in the most expedient and easy process 
possible. You would attempt to encumber that with this Tyrannical, Nazi, Fascist and communist way of 
thinking that SB 761 represents. How can supporters of this kind of Bill even call themselves American. 
Supporters of this bill must be voted out ASAP. Please tell me who submitted it so I know exactly how to 
vote.  
 
   What we really need is a Bill that would allow the people EMERGENCY voting power to remove anyone 
from office that does not represent us vs letting only the members of your club decide on such matters. 
Why wont someone put that kind of bill forward instead! 
 
Paul Ramirez 
Oregon Citizen 
1-562-440-2131 
 
Again I need to know who supports this SB 761 and who submitted it! Sickening anti-American thought 
forms... 
 
Please submit this as an exhibit so its entered into the public record! 
 



I used to be a democrat but now you have swayed me, as well as many thousands of former democrats, 
you all have taken a turn for the worse in attempts to further centralize power in your hands with 
government overreach! Absolute power corrupts absolutely! You keep attempting to get closer and 
closer to that and as such are becoming more and more corrupt in the process... Now you have to GO, 
bye bye! 
 
 
 


